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Abstract. The aim of this work is to develop a mobility and traffic model for 
multimedia mobile radio networks. These models are developed according to
measures from two considered service areas and they analyzed by simulation.
Users issue multimedia calls which are to be managed according  to a traffic
model. The simulation is used to improve the network management and it
ensures that network resources are used efficiently. Indeed, traffic growth in the
network needs a continuity in the QoS management between the planning phase
and the use phase or operating phase.

Keywords: Multimedia mobile radio network, mobility model, traffic model,
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1 Introduction

In order to offer multimedia services with optimal QoS, the planning of a cellular
network is a necessary task which is considered as complex by 3G network operators.
Indeed, a bad planning of the network will lead to a bad call quality, a high call
dropping rate and a high blocking rate. Furthermore, this causes supplementary costs
and a shortage of profit for the operator. In this paper, we develop mobility and traffic
models. In order to elaborate these models, we have used measurements collected
from a live GSM network (i.e. from operation and maintenance center (OMC meters).

An area includes potential sites to which weights were assigned with real positions
of base stations (Figure 3). This area is described by parameters which are the input of
the mobility model. This mobility model is based on the study of the users’ flows on
the roads and at first allow us to determine the transition rate, among different cells.
These also give the probability that a user transits towards another cell, and the
handover rates.

The paper is organised as follows: the second section presents the state of the art.
The development mobility model for system dimensioning is examined in section III.
The environment and simulation models are presented in section IV. Simulation
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results and analysis are discussed in the fifth section. Finally, we finish by conclusion
and some perspectives.

2 State of the Art 

Users’ mobility is a major characteristic of mobile radio systems. It allows  the users
to benefit from network service in all the service area and to communicate while they
move in the network. Two principal functionalities of mobile radio network ensure
this mobility: itinerancy management [1] and intercellular handover.

There are different causes for intercellular handover initiation. In this work, we
concentrate on the handovers due to changes of cells during a multimedia call. Other
reasons may justify handover such radio quality [2] maintenance will not be
considered.

Each handover modifies the distribution of the traffic in the network. In this work,
we study the influence of users’ mobility on the system performances. Several models
of cellular traffic mobility were presented in the literature. A constant density of users
for macro-cellular systems is considered in [3]. The limits of this approach for micro
or pico-cellular systems are shown in [4]. Other works [5] propose solutions with
pseudo-aleatory moves.

Another approach is based on stochastic models which represent in a microscopic
way the movements of each user. Such approaches are analyzed by simulations with
discrete events. A vehicles’ mobility simulator is presented to determine the
localization update rates in [6], such a simulator is used to study micro-cellular
networks performances in [7].

A deterministic model is based on vehicles flows is presented for highway
networks considering at a dimension [8]. This model is restricted to study in a
macroscopic way the total dynamic total of the system. The users’ densities and their
incoming and starting rate at the highway are described according to their site and
time. A cyclic network example is studied from a similar model [9].

A simplified version of mobility model described in [10] and based on the graph of
street consists an adapting the available road traffic to calibrate the model. It allows to
study systems with two dimensions. The speeds of the different classes of users are
constant in the whole system and the moves of the mobiles are independent. The lack
of statistical data on users mobility is a major problem for mobility analysis. To
calibrate the model, the only information they have is vehicles’ flows per day in the
network of streets.

Our study take place in the previous context, it is focused on the development of a
mobility model considered for four traffic models (voice, video, ftp and www). The
mobility model is adapted to urban areas. It is calibrated by measurements carried out
from the system at the existing sites and road networks.

To dimension the system and analyze its performances, the users’ mobility must be
considered in four selected traffic models. These models do not distinguish among
neither the different mobiles nor their movements but model macroscopic mobility in
the system. retained. In this study retained models are based on the users’ transitions
rate (cell input/output calls) among cells as mobility parameters.

The mobility model allows to analyze the total dynamic of the system, to calibrate
the capability of the system and to regulate the provision of the resources thereafter.
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3 The Mobility Model

Users in an urban area move especially along the streets. Thus, we define the graph of
streets RG ( ''X , R ) to model the mobility of users in the streets.

In this graph, a street is represented by a ridge ),( '''' tkkt xxr = which binds the two ends 
of the street. A street with double direction is represented by two ridges

),( '''' kttk xxr = and ),( '''' tkkt xxr = . We attribute to each ridge
tkr a weight tkφ which represents

the user flows in the street (figure 1). The streets graph is thus composed of a set of
nodes { }'''' txX = at the intersections of streets connected by directive ridge of set 

{ }),( '''' kttk xxrR == .

21φ

12φ

2x

3x4x 34φ

1x

Fig. 1. Example of streets graph in an urban area

3.1 Users’ Flows

Users flows among the cells network allow to determine our model parameters. If a
street is covered by several cells, we distribute the flows of the users in the street on
covering cells.

The streets are assigned to the different areas of cover of the BTS. A street which
is inside an area of covering is influenced by each of covered cells. We assume that a
user in such a street is connected with a certain probability to one of the covering
cells.

The total flow tkφ in a street ),( '''' kttk xxr = (where ''tx and ''kx are covered by a number

tkM of cells) is divided in sub-flows )(j
tkφ , where )(j

tkφ the sub-flows attributed to the cell
j. This distribution can be expressed by:

)()( . j
tktk

j
tk πφφ = with 1)( =∑

j

j
tkπ (1)

The distribution of flows is illustrated for example in figure 2 with a street which is 
covered by two cells. The flow 12φ allotted to ),( ''2''1 xx is distributed for example on

cells 'nx and 'px covering: )(
12

)(
1212

pn φφφ += .
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Fig. 2. Distribution of users’ flows on different covering cells

In the following, we consider the case where:
tk

j
tk M

1)( =π and the distribution of users’

flows is as follows:

tk

tkj
tk M

φφ =)( (2)

Mean flow of users on road
tkr is given by:

tk

tktk
tk l

vn=φ .

Where : tkM : the cells number covering road tkr ,

tkn : the users’ number on road tkr ,

tkl : the roads length tkr ,

tkv : the users’ speed on road tkr .

3.2 Users’ Flows among Cells

Let us determine user flows among network cells. Users’ flows in the streets of

the network are distributed on different cells of the network.

φ tk

(j
tk

)φ introduced values
before take account into of this distribution. In order to determine flows between

cells, we must defining the place where the users which moved from cell 'x towards

cell

j

'xn under take handover. We assume in the following that the mobile under take
this handover as late as possible, before leaving the area definitively covering the

cell '  . Consequently, the flow of users Θ from the cell ' 'x x towards cell xj is given

by the sum of the flows

j njn

)(j
tkφ in the streets crossing the limit covering area

of 'jx towards 'nx :

∑
∉∈∈

=Θ
jknkjt

j
tkjn

,,

)(φ (4)

This sum contains all the streets which connect a node ''tx covered by cell 'jx to a

node ''kx which is covered exclusively by cell 'nx (but not the cell).
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With users’ flows jnΘ among cells, users’ transition rates between cells jnα can be

given for micro-cellular systems, by taking account different axes of mobility of the

users. We deduce the users transition rate from cell 'jx towards cell 'nx of users’ flows

jnΘ and users’ number jN in the cell 'jx according to:

j

jn
jn

N
Θ=α (5)

For constant density )(j
tkσ in a street ),( '''' kttk xxr =  with length tkl , the number of users

)(j
tkN in connection with cell 'jx is given by tk

j
tk

j
tk lN )()( σ= . The users’ density )(j

tkσ is given

by
tk

j
tkj

tk v

)(
)( φσ = , where tkv is the speed of the users in the street.

The number of users jN in cell j which is given by the sum of the users who are in

streets which are covered by cell j and which are attached to the cell:

rs
j

rs

jr
tk lN )(σ∑

∈
= (6)

The users’ transition rate from 'jx towards 'nx , can then be calculated by:

tk

jknkjt

j
tk

tk

jn
jn NN

∑
∉∈∈=Θ= ,,

)(φ
α (7)

3.4 Global Transition Rates from Cell j towards Its Neighbors

The parameter jα expressing global transition rates from cell j towards its neighbors is

linked with jnα by the following relation:

∑
∑

∑
∉∈∈==

n tk

jknkjt

j
tk

n
jnj

N
,,

)(φ
αα (8)

3.5 Intercellular Handovers Rate

Using the transition rate among cells jα in the system, we calculate the intercellular

handover rates by the use of service laws such as those for voice, video, www, ftp
which we note traficµ , traficµ being traficµ , videoµ ,

wwwµ , ftpµ .

Taking into account user mobility, service rates are given by the following equation:

jtraficj αµµ += (9)

3.6 Traffic Load

Total load of traffic jρ in cell j is given by the following equation:
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jtrafic

H
jj

j αµ
λλρ
+

+
= (10)

Where: ∑=
k

H
kj

H
j λλ is the incoming handovers rates at cell j since the whole of

adjacent cells and jλ represents the incoming new call rates for each traffic model.

Balancing the Flows

The incoming handovers rates in a cell j are given by the following flow equation
which express a balance between:

])1()1[(
ktrafic

H
k

dk
ktrafic

k
bk

k
kj

H
j PP

αµ
λ

αµ
λαλ

+
−+

+
−=∑ (11)

Where,
bkP the blocking probability of new calls,

dkP the probability of dropping

handover << 1.

4 The Environment Model - Simulation Model

Fig. 3. left: Configuration 1 (inspired from Hached Tunis, scale: 1/12000, 50 cells, 1BTS/cell)_
right: Configuration 2 (inspired from Sfax center, scale: 1/10000, 36 cells, 1BTS/cell.
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With some key indicators (Tables 1, 2, 3) from measures carried out from the system.
At first the simulation (figure 4) allows us to define mobility and traffic
characteristics of users in the area of the two considered configurations (Figure 3),
then, to obtain QoS statistics and a signalling load for network configuration and a
given list of parameters (figure 10).



Results obtained by
simulation

Mobility and
traffic models

Environment 
model: real
measures

Generic models

Fig. 4. Generic models generating process

4.1 Mobility Model Calibration

Before applying the mobility model in the considered configurations, it is necessary to
adapt the highway traffic values available for our application in order to calibrate the
model.

The operators can adjust the different weights of the highway network by measures
in the existing networks and extrapolate them for new networks.

Based on the configurations 1 and 2, the mobility model presented above and
considering an approach calibrated in [10, 11, 12, 13, 21, 22], the simulation model to
be designed is then formed by a set of some real input parameters given in Tables 1, 2
and 3.

Table 1. Domain configuration

Parameters Conf. 1 Conf. 2
Measure period 12am to 1pm 12am to 1pm
Configuration radius 1.7 km 2 km

Number of cells 50 36 
Number of base stations 50 36 
Capacity of cell 28 channels/cell 45 channels/cell

Table 2. Measurements from network

Parameters Conf. 1 Conf. 2
Road lengths 20 m  to 1.7 km 20 m  to 2.6 km

Number of users in
the streets

20  to 1500 users 20  to 1700 users

Load traffic voice 7.787 Erl 6.009 Erl

Table 3. Assumptions on domains 

Parameters Conf. 1 Conf. 2
Mobile speed in the streets 3 to 60 km /h 3 to 60 km /h

Call blocking probability/cell 1%
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The first phase of measures consists on defining key performance indicators. Those
also come from measures carried out from the system.

In this study, the key indicators to be adjusted and optimized are taken from two
configurations. Configuration 1 which consists of an area of 1.7 km and covered by
50 cells, and the other  with an area of 2 km and covered by 36 cells positioned as
shown in Figure 3. In each of these two configurations, we consider one BTS per cell,
roads, avenues narrow streets,...

Assumptions 
- A quasi regular distribution of cells is chosen in order to dissociate the mobility

aspects from the cell distribution aspects [10],

- the cell radius is:
2

12 BTSBTS
celL

d
R −= ,

- the mobile users in a cell are served by a base station (BTS),
- one site can gather many BTS,
- streets are represented by a line

tkr ,

- the mobiles speed in a road
tkr is tkv ,

- the roads lengths are tkl ,

- the users’ number on the roads is tkn ,
- the BTS representation in the map is done according to deployment data,
- one cell contains c channels for voice, c’channels for video, c”channels for the

web.
Base stations are located near the streets and cover their associated cell. The

mobility of the users is along the streets and is represented by flows. The network is
assumed to be cell-based with support for diverse traffic types. The goal is to estimate
the requirements for resources from mobiles which are currently neighboring cells
and which might potentially move to the current cell. This estimate is then used to
appropriately reserve resources in the current cell for potential handover connections.

The environment model is represented as follows:

Users flows

(n)

(j)

BTS1 BTS2

BTSk

Users flows

12 BTSBTSd −

Fig. 5. Considered environment model
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Handovers modify the traffic distribution. So, we must consider user mobility in
the measures and the whole performance analysis.

In order to perform system measures and to analyze its performance, users’
mobility must be considered in the analytic traffic models used. These models
distinguish neither the different mobiles nor their movements, but if we want to model
we have to consider the macroscopic mobility in the system [10]. The traffic models
of this study are based on the users’ mobility parameters, such as transition rate
(input/output calls) among cells (equation 7). The proposed parameters are considered
for the two configurations  to design an optimized mobility model (figure 6).

Users
flows

(j)

(n)
(p)

jnΘ

)( j
tkφ

tkr

Fig. 6. Mobility model used in the streets of the considered environment

5 Results

According to the calibrated mobility and traffic models, users’ flows on the roads
allow the determination of the users’ flows (input/output calls) among cells of the
network (equation 7). These values lead us next to deduce handover rates as well as
traffic loads in a cell to evaluate the global load traffic in the global system.

Figure 7 represents the calculation (equations 2, 4) of the user flow variation for
the two considered configurations (Conf.1 and Conf.2) according to the lengths of the
roads. The results presented show that the user flows evolve almost with the same
profile for the two configurations. Their values increase when roads length does the
same until a certain limit and after decrease quickly. For those two configurations,
user flows are important for roads which are located at dense areas (for example for
roads whose lengths vary between 0.08 and 1.3 km) and the flows reach 1000 users
per second for each cell. Then we notice that there is a  size of road for which the
flow of users is maximum. These roads correspond to high traffic loads. Users’ flows
values reach a maximal value of 1.3 users/cell/s for road length equal to 0.52 km in
the configuration 1 (1.1 users/cell/s for roads length equal to 1.33 km in the
configuration 2). Beyond those two maximal values (roads length >1.44 km) the
flows of the users decrease and tend towards minimal values (respectively 1
user/cell/s for Conf.1 and 0.7 users/cell/s for Conf.2). Users’ flows reduce for roads
which are longer than a certain value which could be out of the dynamic area of the
two configurations: roads far from the crowded area of each configuration.
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According to the results shown in Figure 7, the flows of  users can be modelled by
the following equation:

))log(()()(
tktk

j
tk ll δµφ += scellusers // (12)

Where: 1=µ , 911.0=δ

User flows calculation, based on Figure 7, leads to the density evaluation of users
per unit area (km2). The results are presented in Figure 8 and show that the density is
maximal for medium user speeds. In configuration 1, the density value equals 0.07 
users/km2 for a speed between 12 and 27 km/h. This value becomes much more
important (0.13 users/km2) in the second configuration. Beyond those values (>27
km/h) density values decrease and tend towards a minimal value equal to 0.02
users/km2. We conclude that the density increases for users moving with medium
speeds (near dense service areas where roads are not too long (Figure 7)) and reduces 
if they move with more important speeds (since they are far from dense service areas).
Indeed, results of Figure 8 comply with those shown in Figure 7.
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According to the results obtained in figure 8, the density of users can be modelled

by: )
2

)(
exp(

2
1)( ξ

γ
ζπ

σ −−= tk
tktk

v
v 2/kmusers (13)

Where: 15=γ , 69.30=ξ
The transition flows among cells deduced from equation 4 are presented in Figure

9. For example, in configuration 2, and with a speed varying between 6 and 33 km/h,
transition flows increase with the speed. They reach a constant maximal value of 0.04
users/cell/s in the configuration 2 for a speed equal to 27 km/h. Beyond those values,
transition flows among cells are considered to be those for fast vehicles which move
from the current cell to the destination cell in a regular manner. They go through big
streets, avenues, located generally far from crowded service area centers (Figure 7).
Their transition flow should be low according to the regularity traffic. For low speed
traffic flows, vehicles move generally with less order and less regularity through cells.
These last vehicles move in a dense area where users’density is high (Figure 8) such
as for small streets, representative area, administrative area,…However, this less
regular traffic is characterized by low speeds which make the transition flows rather
low.
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Fig. 9. Transition flows between cells )(j
tkΘ according to users’ speeds tkv

The transition flows, according to the speeds of the users, (Figure 9) are given by:

)()()( ετ −=Θ tktk
j

tk vv scellusers // (14)

Where: 39 −= eτ , 44.2=ε .

We notice that the curves of the two configurations have almost the same profile
for the two configurations which are considered in urban areas, and then have almost
the same characteristics.

Indeed, we can conclude that these models could be applied to other similar service
areas. The generic formulas extracted for each figure remain valid and they can be re-
parameterized according to parameters such as: period of measurement, service area
radius, distance between base stations sites,…

Mobility and traffic models are then applied to the considered configurations
(figure 10). They will allow us to evaluate the different performance parameters such
as[24]: traffic load, handover rate, grade of service (GoS),...
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Fig. 10. Control process to drive resource allocation

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this study, we have proposed mobility model which can be used to model the
different uses met in the considered environment. The mobility of the users is
considered for four models of traffic retained from our bibliography such as : voice,
video, www and ftp.

To dimension the system and analyze its performances well, the mobility model is
adapted to the urban areas. It is calibrated by measurements carried out from the
system from existing areas and road networks. It allows to analyze the globally
dynamic of the system, calibrate system capability and regulate the provision of
resources.

This mobility model is based on the study of the user flows on the roads and allow
us at first to determine the transition rate between different cells. These also give the
probability that a  user transits towards another cell, and the handover rates. It is
developed in order to evaluate handover rates among cells for the different type of
traffic, and to open perspectives considering them for more precise multimedia traffic
load analysis as well as to facilitate the allocation of radio resources for network
operators.

The proposed mobility model also open perspectives to determine at cell level or at
system level the thresholds beyond which a call can be rejected and then know the
limitations in terms of resource reservation: handovers rate, probability call dropping,
assured traffic, grade of service…These parameters will then be used as QoS criteria
on the acceptance of new calls. The idea is then to develop new mechanisms of
allocation of resources, whose objective is to maintain, as much as possible the QoS
end to end criteria similar to the threshold predefined for GSM network.
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